
The Apollo Guidance Computer 

David Scott Astronaut for the Gemini 8, Apollo 9, and Apollo 15 missions. 

In 1963 when NASA was con- 
ducting the selection of the third 
group of astronauts for the U.S. 
space program, I had just received 
a graduate degree at MIT and fin- 
ished test pilots school. My inter- 
ests and the program's need for a 
user to interact with the design of 
the guidance computer at the MIT 
Instrumentation Lab was a good fit. 
I was part of those discussions 
whether to use analog or digital 
controls that Eldon described. 

The MIT Interface 
When I was studying at MIT, 

the ability to rendezvous in space 
was an issue for debate. It wasn't 
clear whether it was possible to de- 
velop the mathematics and speed 
of computation necessary to bring 
two vehicles together at a precise 
point in space and time—a critical 
issue for the Apollo missions suc- 
cessful landing on the moon and 

  

return to Earth. Between 1963 and 
1969, with the flight of Apollo 9 this 
was accomplished. I stayed in the 
spacecraft while Rusty Schweickart 
and Jim McDivitt got in the lunar 
module and went out about 60 
miles away. The computer behaved 
flawlessly during our first success- 
ful rendezvous in space. 

Another assignment for Apollo 
9 was to take the first infra-red pho- 
tographs of the Earth from space. 
To do this, a large rack of four cam- 
eras was mounted on the space- 
craft. Since they were fixed to the 
spacecraft, the vehicle itself had 
to track a perfect orbit such that 
the cameras were precisely vertical 
with respect to the surface that they 
were photographing. During simu- 
lations it was determined that 
manual orbit procedures would 
be inaccurate. We were at a loss. 
About two weeks before the flight 

  
  

Icalled up MIT and asked if they 
could program the computer to give 
the vehicle a satisfactory orbit rate. 
They answered, “Of course, which 
way do you want to go and how 
fast?”. In a matter of a couple of 
days we had a program and a 
simulator that automatically drove 
a spacecraft at perfect orbit rate. 
We got into flight with very little 
chance to practice or verify, but 
we put on the cameras and the 
results were perfect. 

Potential Computer Failure 
During the development pro- 

cess we ran many simulations of 
in-flight computer operations with 
particular concern for in-flight fail- 
ure. But in the 10 years that I spent 
in the program there was never a 
real computer failure. Yet, people 
often wonder what a computer fail- 
ure would have meant on a mis-



sion. It would have depended on 
the situation and the manner in 
which the computer failed. We 
probably would not have expired, 
but there were some parts of the 
mission in which a computer fail- 
ure would have been especially 
compromising. Navigation was not 
necessarily time critical but the lu- 
nar landing was very time critical. 
You could have a situation during 
a lunar landing in which, if the 
computer failed, the engine would 
be driven into the ground. Unless 
the astronaut could react quickly 
enough to stop it, the Lunar Module 
could have been flung on its side. 
Chances are that the astronaut 
could prevent such an event by 
switching to manual control of the 
vehicle. It must be remembered 
that the computer had been de- 
signed to be as reliable as pos- 
sible and the astronauts had a 
great amount of confidence in 
the machine. 

And Problems of Success 
We had a backup called the 

entry monitor system, which had 
a graphic display based on the 
accelerometers in the spacecratt. 
With this display the vehicle could 
be flown manually using pre-drawn 
curves to be followed for attitude, 
g-loading, and velocity. It was reas- 
suring to know that we were still 
able to return to Earth even if the 
Apollo Guidance Computer failed. 
During reentry there was a scroll 
in the entry monitor system and 
we could see the computer tracking 
the predetermined curves all the 
way to the landing site. As our 
skills and the computer programs 
improved over the years of the 
Apollo program, we came down 
closer and closer to the carrier. 
Finally, by the last Apollo mission 
they didn’t park the carrier on the 
landing point. 

Excerpted by Ben Goldberg 
from remarks after Eldon Hall's 
Lecture, June 10, 1982. 

The Apollo $ Crew, (from left) Dave Scott, 
Command Module Pilot; Jim McDivitt, Com- 
mander; Rusty Schweickart, Lunar Module 
Pilot. Apollo 9 was launched on March 3, 
1969. The first separation and rendezvous 
of the Lunar and Command Modules was 
carried out in Earth Orbit on this flight.   

Dr. Charles S. Draper, Chief 
Scientist, C.S. Draper Labora- 
tory with astronaut David Scott, 
at the opening celebration of 
the Museum, June 10, 1982. 

  

“Before the missile and Apollo guid- 
ance programs, the problem of air- 
planes attacking ships at sea was a 

difficult one, so I began to do the bal- 
listics analysis myself, plotting on a 
sheet with a pencil and a slide rule. 
This analysis worked well enough so 
that ships were able to defend them- 
selves against air attacks. When the 
time came to develop the Polaris and 
Apollo programs, our attitude was 
much the same: we couldn't afford 
any failures, so we didn’t have any.” 

Dr. Draper at the lecture on 
the design of the Apollo Guidance 
Computer.  



Transeriet of David Scott’s remarks. 

If vou look today at what is available on the market and 

compare it with what we hac to work with vou can see how 

times move fast and erogress is ehsolutely fantastic. I 

thought I would relate to vous at Eldons sussestionrs some of 

the things that we did as users: back in the old days, and 

some of the rroblems and challenges that we had» and some of 

the fun that we had. 

v I got my start in this business at MIT. I was @ yvouns 

rilot in the sir force and always wanted to be e test Pilot. 

Thee told me that the best way to do that was to set 2 

graduate desreer so I looked around: and nad heard about 

this school in Messechusettss arrlied for it and was 

fortunate enough to be selected. I started my matriculation 

under the team guided bu Doc Braver. ¥ remember early on 

there was a lecture one might» given by e fellow from 

Germany named Werner Yon Braune A friend of mine and Io wernt 

to listen to this and he was talking about rocket shirs. I 

was an airrlane driver and I remember when they announced 

the first Mercury astronauts and IT thoughts "monkeys". 

Anyway, we went to this lecture by Werner Yon Braun and he 

had rictures of these big rocket shirs and he said that we 

were going to send men to the moon om these things. Sooner 

or later I realized that Werner’s ehilosorhy wes correct and 

he certainly was right. 

One of the reasons thet we were able to do all that we



did during the Arollo rrogram was thet we hed a terrific 

commuters After I left MIT » IT went out ta the test rilots 

school. I spent a courle of years there doing what I thousht 

I really wanted to do until I realized that I got rretty 

interested while I was here in schools in space as orrosed 

to aeronautics. About 1943 NASA the selection of the third 

srour of astronauts. I thought that since I enJoved inertial 

guidance among the other things that I learned at MIT and I 

thought that I’d sive it s crack. I was selected im October: 

1963. I went to NASA as @ carteins fresh out of test rilots 

school and fresh out of MITY There were @ total of 30 of us 

and they locked around to see who could rerresent the 

astronaut office in various discirlines with some 

background, Of course I was fortunate enough to have srent 

8 courle of years working with reorle who ultimately built 

the Arollo Guidance system. Dick Batten was my thesis 

advisor. The first course I ever had thet I knew whet an 

inertisl guidance system was, was taught bye Walt Whitley and 

lloc [rarer was head of the instrumentation lab where I did 

my thesis. When I was offered the orrortunity to follow for 

the crew’s suidance and mevisations I really vjumred at thet. 

I started coming back to MIT to monitor that for NASA in 

Houston: relative to the user. Being an astronaut: we 

helred in the design configuration from the users viewroint. 

It was auite an educational Frocess because one has toa 

understand what goes on inside to be eble to assist im the 

desisn outside, I srent many nights ur om a roof in



Cambridge locking at the stars and working with @ sexton 

telescore, and compute It all looks eretty simrle and 

straightfoward nows but I reflect back on the crudeness in 

those early days and how little we knew about whet we wanted 

to do. Many reorle knew: for instance the reorle who had 

invented the AGC, but to tre to configure it and make it as 

useful as it eventually became was @ remarkable achievement. 

rin those deusy 1944-65» there was a concert we called 

in-flight maintenance throughout the whole spacecraft. The 

idea was that if something failed it could be rerlaced in 

flight. They even established s course at MIT for 4 months 

to hele teach reorle how to change comronents im flight. We, 

never did that because it wes tought enough to learn how to 

orerate the first line systems much less chanse them. Late 

in the program we did have some things leftover in the early 

design in the srececraft itself which reflected in-flight 

maintenance, This is because mo one ever sot sround to 

changing that. This original desism was euite different from 

what we ultimately ended ur with, Janother interesting 

discussion was on the tyre of clock to use. In those days 

everybody had analog clocks and watches. Nobody really heard 

of @ digital clock. A computer maturslly exrresses its time 

disitelly. It was auite 2 consideration om what kind of 

clocks to have. I think the influence of the disitel 

comeuter ultimately showed the advantasess esrecially in the 

business of traveling in spaces of e digital clock. The 

initial Arollo desism design had three anslos clocks on the



ranel and ultimately ended ur with disitel clocks. In facts 

the whole control center in Houston ended ur with disitel 

clocks. \e also hed some challenges in the capability and 

caracity of the comeuter., This is in the days before anybody 

flew and the auestion was how may words you could set into 

{ it and what was the confisuration.\!Core rore memory was 

something that rrecluded changes clase to launch. At first 

eversbody seid "ms soodnesss we won’t be able to change 

the day before the launch". In the end everybody said "thank 

soodness we change change anything the day before the 

launch") Everutine one little routine was chansed> 

everything else had to be verified. Frobably one of the best 

decisions that wes made wes to freeze it early and the 

Frogrammers had to sit down and decide what they wanted to 

do. There were also some interesting limitations. We 

originally had 24,000 words and stretched it to 367000 

words, and that wes a major effort. We also nad this ranel 

that wes orersted by the crew and sreat debates occured 

relating to what it showld look ike Kou do vou telk to 3 

computer? When I went to school we had a lanstuase called 

MACy whichs I guess» was the rredecessor to FORTRAN and many 

reorle did machine lansuase. How do vou teke @ rilote Put 

him @ space shir» and have him talk to s comruter? That is 

nat essy in real time. Somebody came ur with the verb-nourn 

concerts but I’m surerised that it is mot utilized in other 

computers today. It was very simple for us to orerate with 3 

series of two-digit numbers rerresenting verbs and another



series of two-digit numbers rerresenting mouns. It was so 

simple and streishtfoward that even rilots could learn how 

to use it. We had some interesting words. Our initialization 

erogram was 00, We abbreviated the identification the 

identification rrogram with a FP. If vou ever had @ eroblem 

vou went back to O00 which we ultimately called FOO. Sor if 

vou ever had a problem vou went to FOO» and reinitislized. 

We also develored the disitel auto-rilot which was the DAF. 

Many of the guys had trouble touching sll these keys, I 

liked its I thought it was fun to set in there and see how 

fast you could so. Some guys could never really set s feel 

for the key eunchins and they wanted to reduce the mumber of 

keystrokes reauired to get information. At one Foints we 

tried to desisn a semiautomatic rrogramy or @ minimum 

keystroke erogram, That became known as MINKEY. Some reorle 

liked MINKEY ancl some reorle didn’t. It limited your 

carability but it was much easier to work. as we went 

through the develorment rrocess and rut the’ computer into 

oreration: we had simulators in auite @ few places. It wass 

with its comeutetionel carabilityr a Joy to operate. It was 

dust a tremendous machine. You could do slot with it and it 

was 80 reliable that we never had @ backur. We never had & 

failure and I think thet is # remarkable achievement. We had 

some sliches here and theres buts to my knowledge, in the 10 

years that I srent with it there was never a real commuter 

fsilure. We rracticed slot of commuter failures and 

simulsted many failures, but we never really saw ee I



went through my career I srent a courle of vears in the 

early design and develorment ehasess and then I went off and 

flew Gemini 8 with Neil Armstrong. We had an interesting 

comeutetional exercise ourselves. Another company had & 

computer in there snd I remember that we had: for the first 

timer no reentry frogram., We had to read a tare in to 

erogram ite Neil and I had this little rroblem and had to 

come down eariu. In those daus of Gemini there was a sreat 

competition to see who could land closest to the carrier 

with # computational carability on board. They were getting 

down to 12 miles: 9 miless & miles, 3 miles: and it was 

really @ reat competition among the crews. Neil and I still 

hold the record for landing furthest from the carrier. We 

only missed it bye 62000 miles.) Some Feorle sau it was the 

tere, Some reorle say it was the rarameters thet we loaded 

into it. Actually: it was some other eroblens.\ énother 

carability we had in the Arollo comPuters moving rast Gemini 

to my second flights Arollo 9» was the digital auto rilot 

utlization capabilities. Arollo 9 was an Earth Orbital 

checkout for the entire Arollo configurations all af the 

gracecrafts all the computers. It was a 10 dau flight. The 

egret 5S devs were Jam-racked with orerational sctivities. We 

did such things es the lifeboat with the lunar modules which 

was subseauentiy used im Apollo 13. It was a demonstration 

of having the luner modules which was the lander: and the 

command and service modules which was the orbitel vehical: 

together and utilize the engine om the lander to actually



get back from the moons which Arollo 13 had to do. The 

Frogram was written prior to Arollo 9 and we demonstrated it 

in flight, It was en interesting excerise, I was the command 

module rilotys and I was in the seececraft that kert one 

rersony while the other two sus would go down to the moony 

elthough in Apollo 9 it didn’t so to the moon. As my 

cohorts, Jim McLlivett anc Rusty Schweikers rerformed the 

exercise in tne lunar module of lighting the ensines: I 

figured out @ little rrogrem in the command modules: with 

the hele of my MIT buddies: to monitor their burn in the 

reverse direction. I could then tell with my computer how 

their burn was doing. Of courses I had the elatform and 

accelerometers and eversthings and it was Just a matter of 

reversing & courle of signs and I could have siven them: had 

they lost their LEM guidance computer, the cutoff 

instructions and everything else on board. That’s mot @ bis 

thing but for a user it’s a bid thins to be able to have the 

flexability to do something like that. Nobody hed ever 

elanned that and I found that when I was elone in the 

command module it was nice to have something to doi] In this 

earticular flight enether thing we did was to burn the big 

engine on the service mocule which is @ large rocket engine 

and combination. We had to actually light it and suide it 

through & manually controlled trajectory change. By that T 

mean that we actually rrogrammed the commuter to sive us the 

rarameters in @ disrley format such that during @ reriod of 

fixed time with the engine ons we would steer the vehical by



hand. This was one of the fun things that I gat to do. I 

actually got to hold the hand controller ands with the 

needles on the display ranels beings driven by the comruters 

flu the sraceshir in space with the engine on for three or 

four minutes: which is @ lons time. That is @ Fretty 

exciting thing, Al1L through # digital suto-rilot. One of the 

early flu-by-wire. Airrlanes do it all the time mow. That 

was an important demonstration of a mew carability. T 

remember when we were having & meeting im Houston one time + 

and all the reorle from the instrumentation lab came and 

Fresented for the first time the ides of a digital 

suto-rilot. Everybody seids "You can’t build a disitel 

auto-rilots why don’t vou suvs auit wasting time. Go back to 

MIT and think". But it worked and now digital suto-rilot. 

Another thing we develored im those days was & rondezvous 

cersbility. When I was soins to schools there was @ auestion 

about our ability to rondezvous in srace. Was it rossible to 

develor the mathematics to bring two vehicles together st es 

Frecise Foint im space and time. Alot of rearle did alot of 

work. Slowly it evolved that we were able to do its and mow 

only that but we were sable to rut it im @ computer in the 

srace vehicle, In Arollo 9» we did the first Apollo 

rondezvous. rule and Jim sot in the lunar module and 

serarated from myself in the command module. They went out 

sbout 60 miles and then came back im @ rondezvous. Todays 

efter all the Arolla work and everything: mobody thinks that 

is @ bis deal because we’ve done it so muchys but at that



time it was very interesting because they didn’t have a heat 

shield. Had they mot returned for the rondezvouss they would 

have had no way to get home. There actually was 8 way home 

but it wasn’t a very good way. They could come down but even 

that little exercise was exciting. We didn’t have everythings 

thet we wanted in the Arollo days. Peorle used to think that 

we did but we didn’t. For instances the command and service 

moduler where I was: did mot have a radar. There was mo way 

sou could sctually measure range and range rate. We used ta 

think that it was essential for s rondezvous. The lunar 

module had the radar. The command module did» howevers have 

the computational carsbility to rerform the rondezvous? but 

we believed that without direct range information the 

computation wouldn’t converge. So Rusty and Jim wernt outs 

and rart of the rondezvous was at nights and lo and beholds 

the light on the LEM: which I was surrosed to watch through 

the sexton to monitor thems failed. They went into the dark 

side and that was the lest thet I saw of them for about 20 

minutes. That sets to be rather exciting: esrecially when 

wou are mever really gure thet the engine burned right and 

the attitude was right and it burned lons enoushs ete. I 

remember how exciting it was when they came into sunlight 

and I had them right dead center in the sexton. It was a 

combination af the two computers in which the commuter in 

the lungr module calculsted the burn and read out the 

residugle: and Rusty and Jim read out the residuals to me 

and IT entered the burn rarameters into my computer and I



told me commuter ta roint the sexton where they would be 

when they came into sunlight. All that sot done ebsolutely 

rerfectly.) It was a pretty amazing oreration. Another thing 

we had on that flights which really wasn’t associated with 

the computer was @ little device we called the diastimetery 

the diameter measuring opticel devices through which we 

would look in srecific increments of time. It would measure 

the size of the object and we could caleulete range. The 

solfers used that to see how far the rin is. I carried that 

on Arollo 9: which alot of reorle used to cell the disaster 

vehicle. I would have been able to rut the ranse im and 

actually set some directly measured information. Alot of 

that ultimately evolved into an ortical ture rondezvous. Our 

worries in the early days sbout mot havins directly measured 

radar disarreared. As a matter of facts I then sot to fly 

Arollo 15, and we had done the rondezvous so many times that 

by my last flights you could actually use a watch and a rate 

of angle chanse and riece of rarer and do s rondezvous. It 

becomes very straisht foward as longs as vou don’t have toa 

hanye uncertainties or a failure of some sort. It took me 

  

beck to the devs of the early 4ties when reorle wondered 

if we could do one, end twelve years later we could do it in 

the back of an envelore, I thing that was made rossible 

because we had a good comrutational carability in between. 

All the manuel techniaues reelly evolved from the 

computational] carsbility of the computer. We followed the 

computer anc bu doings that we learned what the computer



already knew im its trajectory anglyusis in @ sehusical sense. 

nother thing that harrened back in the Arollo 9 days was an 

  

event at MIT called Black Friday. Everybody conversed on the 

instrumentation lab and started taking Programs out of the 

computer because there wiust wasn’t enoush memory. They took 

out some rrosrams that were absolutely not surrased ta be 

violated. Buty as it turned outy the Judgements were right 

  

and reorle would work around it and we'd figure or some 

other was to do it. At the time in the evolution of the 

ultimate carabilitey af the comruterys sometimes vou Just 

don’t think that sou’re soins to get there. I can remember 

times that we thought that the comeuter worn’t works mot 

enough memors: memory cycle time isn’t fast enough: can’t do 

  

this: can’t do thet, etc. It seems unbelievabe thet we were 

    able to do all that we did with that old « t    htt arter Ig 

through with Arollo 9: I went on and spent some time as @ 

backur crew member for Apollo 12. I then goat imto Arolle 15 

whieh was the fourth lunar landing in 1971. By that time the 

cerability had really matured: reorle understood ite and we 

were able to do slot more than even conceived of in the 

  

beginning. The lunar landing itself could have been done 

automatically and many times reorle ask me about thet. Could 

  

it have been accomelished sutematically through the LEM 

guidance computer? Nobody ever did it. We #11 felt that when 

vou get thet roint and vou are sing to land on the moors wou 

  

heve to have your hands on the stick. IT like commuters 

believe in comruterss but it sint soins to land me on the



moon, I’m going to do that. If something sete screwed uF 

then it is soing to mers it isn’t soins toe be the commuter. 

Actually, my thinking at the time was that if a eroblem did 

occur it was so time critical that vou wouldn’t have time to 

take corrective actions so vou stay eshead of that rroblem by 

flying it manually. You are rrobsbly fooling vourself 

because you are till soins throush the commuter. The stick 

that vou move goes through the commuter to fire the 

thrusters: which is not toa different from the commuter 

doing that itself. You feel differents though. The fact that 

the LEM guidance comeuter could land the LEM sutomatically 

indicated that s tremendous ravload could be sent if the 

astronauts were removed. Anyway, we did our landings: and as 

this system evolved: we dot mare and more carebilite we had 

@ switch thet we rut in. Instead of treins ta descend to the 

  

luner surface by some visual diselay and coordination af @ 

  

throttles we rut a switch in the commuter and eve 

flicked the switch vou get a one foot rer second chense. 

This was @ really mice way to land. Coming down at ben vou 

go “click clicksclick" and you sre coming down et 99r9?s 

ete. and vou would erobahlyw hear on earth the lunar module 

Pilot calling out these descent rates: altitude: alti 

  

and altitude rates. It sounded like the suv who was flsins 

it was really precise with that throttle. Well: he was. He 

had @ computer there doing it for him. 

I remember one consideration that got elot attention at 

MIT and Houston. This wes how to simplify the command for



the comruter to do the next ster. We develored a button 

called the rroceed buttons FRO, Everybody takes that for 

Sranted now, but vou should have seen the iteretions we wernt 

through to get get this buttons which is one button to eush 

to have something herren, Alot if rearle were afraid of 

having mo confirmation button. One Just rushes proceed and 

things harren, We worked through thats although To remember 

that everybody in the lunar module durins: the landins had to 

think very carefully sbout which button they sushed. There 

ther threee buttons which wou could eushy and had to eush in 

sequence, THere was a rroceed button for the computers ar 

    engine shutdown button which turned off the = ete arid 

abort button which serersated the ascent stase from the 

descent stede and aborted wou, All threee tuttons were in 

the same proximity. One of them wes a black backdround with 

a rrobe in ity smother wes blues and the other one was red: 

But they were sll the same sizer and vou really hed to think 

about that coming down to the landing. When vou sot dawn you 

   had to hit the proceed button to rut the coment eer 

for a while. When the rrobes on the bottom of the Landings 

eign gear touched the lunar surface vou received a loin the     

cockrit telling vou that wou were 10 feet from the srourid. 

You had to shut the ensine down becsuses on our Flisht in 

Farticularys we had an extended ensine bell and if vou 

settled on the lunar surface with the rocket engine runnin, 

vou‘’d blow the bell out due to the comeression. As soon 

    

vou received the signal vou nad ta ere the button to shut



the engine down. You didn’t want to sush the abort buttons 

however: because then vou would never land. It was e very 

tricky situation. The human factor considerations came into 

Flav: but as I look back on its I think we probably got a 

  

with one there because mobody ever hit the wrons buttons. 

In summarvs the Arollo guidance comeuter/lunar module 

Suidance comruter was ae terrific system. It had alot of 

cerabilitys alot of user inputs and Io don’t know whet the 

Feorle who actually built the computers thought shout us 

users, but we thought thet it was eretty remarkable thet #11 

    this could be done. One thing thet I was terrific was when 

wes on Arollo 9: ahout two weeks before flights we had this 

bis rack of four cameras thet we wanted to soint directly at 

the Earth and take the first real IR eictures that anybody 

took, There was different film in each of the four cameras, 

You had to eoint directly st the Earth: and as vou were 

soing over the Earth vou had to track the verti 

  

erecisely. In the simulators we found out that we could do 

fairs but not reslly as good as the rerincirle investigators 

wanted, I remember that about two weeks before flight we 

called up the folks et MIT and asked if we could do a Little 

  

orb-rate with the computer driving the sreacecraft. Thex 

answered "Of courses which wae do vou want ta go and how 

fast?"'. In a matter of & courle of days we had a erogram and 

@ simulator that automatically drove s spacecraft at eerfect 

orbit rate. We got into flight with vere Little chance to 

eractice or verifer but we rut on the camerss and it wes



rerfects vou could not manually fly it that well. It did « 

very good Joh setting sictures. 

Q@. What sort of commands could vou issue and what sart of 

functions? 

  

A. The lensuese thet lensuade t wes develored for the 

user was @ verb-noun lansuese. Two digits would be 4 very 

  

for instance disrlay the coordinates of and twa more disits 

would be s noun: for examele velocity. So if you eushed YERE 

26, NOUN 34% vou would set s disrlay of the three comranents 

  

of velocity. You could tion the seacecraft et some 

orientations attitude. You would load thet in bye doing 3 

verb then a mounr load your coordinates of your rasition and 

vou attituder eush PROCEED and it would eutomatically: move 

the spacecraft to that orientation. With a cambination of 

verbs and nouns we could diselays maruevers we could turn 

the ensine on and off we could navigate and bye the end of 

5 the program: we were using 50 or 60 words. For each flight 

Feorle thought of more things to cios 

Q. Are these srograms besically fuilt into the wire rore 

memory or were they rrograms using verbs and mours. 

A. Both. THe Programs were actually written into the rore 

memory but addressing the erograms end obteinings information 

and commanding the programs, the orerationsl systems wes 

really the VERB/NGUN system.



Q. What would a computer failure have meant on a mission? 

A. It would derend on the situetion and the manner in which 

the computer failed » and the roint at which we were in the 

  mission. Whether or not we would have exeired had the 

computer failed, probably not. I seu erobablye because some 

Farts of the mission were very dyuenamic and some rarte were 

static. There were benign situations where 8 commuter 

feilure wouldn’t hurt vou. Naviseation wes not necessarily 

  

time critical. The lunar landing was very time critical. You 

could have a situation in # lunar landings: in whichy if the 

comrter failed: the ensine was driven ta the stores, There is 

@ vertical rocket ensine that dimbles and tilter and if the 

computer were to drive it full to one directions vou’ re 

finished umless vou can catch it. You erobablye could have 

caught it. Some were some breakouts in the hand controller 

thet would have enabled wou to catch ite Then agains the 

computer was designed to be reliable with hish reliability 

rarts, the whole concert was total reliability. You sure had 

alot of confidence in something like thet after a while. 

GQ. What would nave harrened if the commuter had failed 

during Arollo 137 

A. There was 8 backur sustem. The lunar module had whet they 

call am abort auidance system which was a much smaller 

computer and much less carable. I think it would heave 

derended om how well that less carable baeckur system would 

have worked. Theoretically, they erobably cawld have dane



the Job to manually linkese with the rilot flying it. I 

think it would have been very marsginegl. Arollo 13 was 

  

marsinsl all the wav anvwey. They were hansins on 

edge about every minute of the way. I would mot like to heve 

tried it anuways but without an Arollo guidance commuter I 

think it wouldn’t have been 8 good think to tru. That would 

have been what we call @ double failure, The whole @rollo 

Program was designed so that mo single roint failure could 

get vou, Failures in series, derending on what they were? 

usually could be compensated for in one way or another by a 

backur system. Two maior failures like thet and total loss 

of the command and service module and lunar module computers 

Frohably would have been comPromisings 

The last time thet IT hit # eroceed button wes om August 7+   

1971, Just before reentry. I had been through an Arollo 

  

reentry before but mot from the moon. When vou came beck 

from the moon sou really have to hit the corridor. I? vou 

have = baskethbsll and a baseball 14 feet apart: where the 

baseball rerresents the Moon and the basketball rerresents 

the Earth and sou take a riece of Parer eddewayss the 

thinness of the wiece of rarer would be the corridor that 

vou would have to hit when vou come back. Thet’s only 

Fositions You have to hit it with the rrorer velocityer too. 

@ You have to have a good computers and when vou # 

  

arrrosching the reentre corridor vou are thinkins about that 

because vou only have one chance. We hed = bsckur syetem 

 



that we celled the entry monitor system: which was a srarhic 

  

diselay based on other accelerometers im the sracecraft. It 

was @ nice disrlay and vou could fly it manually and there 

were some Fre-drawn curves that vou flu to relative to 

attitudes g-loading: and velocity. You always think about 

that one because it can get vou down if the Arallo Guidance 

cameuter fails, In my guidance and navigation role in the 

early days I srent alot time on thet ones too. I remember 

during the reentry saving “Wells here it goes". I rushed the 

Proceed button and it was rerfect all the wau down. There 

wes a scroll in the entre manitor system and it tracked the 

  

Fredetermined curves all the way in werfectilu. As e result 

we came rretty close to the carrier, As s matter of fects by 

  

the end of the Arolle days» they used to not rark the 

carrier on the lending eoint.


